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Sope 6th Singular Days on Asymptoti Methods for PDEsWIAS Berlin, April 29 � May 1, 2010
Partial di�erential equations play a fundamental role in many appliations in physis and me-hanis. There, PDEs usually have hanging boundary onditions or nonsmooth oe�ients andhave to be solved on nonsmooth domains. Furthermore, small inlusions or thin layers have tobe taken into aount. We aim for a better understanding of the in�uene of these e�ets on theoverall behavior of the solutions. This knowledge is relevant, in partiular, for the onstrution ofe�ient numerial algorithms for solving ellipti PDEs. The workshop fouses on the followingtopis:

• regularity for ellipti PDEs in nonsmooth domains or with nonsmooth oe�ients,
• asymptoti expansion methods and energeti methods in mehanis and physis (e.g.frature mehanis, thin layers, small defets, homogenization, singular perturbations),
• omputational issues in this �eld.



6th Singular Days on Asymptoti Methods for PDEsWIAS Berlin, April 29 � May 1, 2010 Program
Thursday, 29.04.2010, 08:00 - 18:0008:00 - 09:00 Registration09:00 - 09:15 Opening09:15 Weighted analyti regularity in orner domains: The two-dimensional aseMonique Dauge10:00 Analyti regularity on polyhedraMartin Costabel10:30 - 11:00 Co�ee Break11:00 Stationary solutions to the Vlasov-Poisson System in Singular GeometriesSimon Labrunie11:30 New regularity results for nonlinear ellipti diagonal systemsJens Frehse12:00 New regularity theorems for non-autonomous anisotropi variational integralsDomini Breit12:30 - 14:00 Lunh Break14:00 - 15:30 Poster PresentationFinite element error estimates for boundary ontrol problemsThomas ApelApproximate Models for Wave Propagation Aross Thin Periodi InterfaesBérangère DelourmeOptimal ellipti regularity for some polygonal spatio�material onstellationsin three�dimensional real spaeHans�Christoph KaiserAsymptoti of apaity of a system of losely plaed bodiesAleksandr KolpakovInternal layers for transmission problems in thin shell theory: Rigid juntion aseIsmail MerabetPropagation of aousti waves in juntion of thin slotsAdrien SeminExtrating Generalized Flux/Stress Intensity Funtions along irular singular edgesfor the Laplae equation and the elastiity system in 3-D domainsSamuel Shannon15:30 - 16:00 Co�ee Break16:00 Optimal ellipti regularity near 3-dimensional, heterogeneous Neumann vertiesJoahim Rehberg16:30 Singular behavior of the solution of the Helmholtz equationin weighted L

p-Sobolev spaesSerge Niaise17:00 Singular behavior of the solution of the heat equation in weighted L
p-Sobolev spaesColette De Coster17:30 - 18:00 The Dirihlet problem for non-divergene paraboli equations with disontinuous intime oe�ients in a wedgeVladimir Kozlov



Program 6th Singular Days on Asymptoti Methods for PDEsWIAS Berlin, April 29 � May 1, 2010
Friday, 30.04.2010, 09:00 - 22:0009:00 Disontinuous Galerkin Methods on Graded MeshesSusanne Brenner09:45 Interations between moderately lose inlusions for the Laplae equation andappliations in mehanisVirginie Bonnaillie-Noël10:15 - 10:45 Co�ee Break10:45 Modeling and Shape Optimization for Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations- Singular Limits in Compressible Flows and AppliationsJan Sokolowski11:15 A mathematial point of view in EletrowettingClaire Sheid11:45 Inhomogeneous and anisotropi phase-�eld quantities in the sharp interfae limitChristiane Kraus12:15 - 14:00 Lunh Break14:00 Cirular edge singularities for the Laplae equation and the elastiity systemin 3-D domainsZohar Yosibash14:45 Singularities at the Tip of a Crak in Anisotropi CompositesMartin Steigemann15:15 Modeling of nonlinear e�ets at the tip zones for a rak onsetMaria Speovius-Neugebauer15:45 - 16:15 Co�ee Break16:15 Wave-rak interation in �nite elasti bodiesAnna-Margarete Sändig16:45 Overlapping domain problems with raks and rigid inlusionsAlexander Khludnev, Evgeny Rudoy17:15 - 17:45 A logarithmi singularity for the end of bonded jointsDominique Leguillon19:00 - 22:00 Dinner



6th Singular Days on Asymptoti Methods for PDEsWIAS Berlin, April 29 � May 1, 2010 Program
Saturday, 01.05.2010, 09:00 - 11:4509:00 Visous Aousti Equations in periodially perforated hamber - A Modelling bySurfae Homogenisation and Mathed Asymptoti ExpansionsKersten Shmidt09:30 Asymptoti expansion of the solution of a transmission problem in eletromagnetismwith a singular interfaeVitor Péron10:00 - 10:30 Co�ee Break10:30 From Damage to Delamination in Nonlinearly Elasti MaterialsMarita Thomas11:00 Approximation of dynami boundary onditionsMatthias Liero11:30 - 11:45 Closing
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PosterFinite element error estimates forboundary ontrol problemsApel, ThomasUniversität der Bundeswehr Münhen, Fakultät für Bauingenieur- und Vermessungswesen,Institut für Mathematik und Bauinformatik,Werner-Heisenberg-Weg 39, 85577 Neubiberg, Germanye-mail: thomas.apel�unibw.deIn reent time we derived loal error estimates for the �nite element solutionof optimal ontrol problems with a salar, ellipti state equation and pointwisebounds of the ontrol variable. The underlying domain is polygonal, and ourinterest is in problems with orner singularities. They are treated by loal meshgrading. In the presentation we fous on problems with Neumann boundaryontrol. It appears that optimal estimates for the �nite element error on theboundary are not yet available even in the ase of linear ellipti boundary valueproblems whih limits the results for the optimal ontrol problem. This is jointwork with Arnd Rösh and Johannes Pfe�erer.
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LetureInterations between moderately lose inlusions for theLaplae equation and appliations in mehanisBonnaillie-Noël, VirginieIRMAR, Université de Rennes 1, Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes Cedex, Franee-mail: virginie.bonnaillie�bretagne.ens-ahan.frThe presene of small inlusions or surfae defets alters the solution of theLaplae equation posed in a referene domain. If the harateristi size of theperturbation is small, one an expet the solution of the problem posed on theperturbed geometry to be lose to the solution of the referene shape. An asymp-toti expansion with respet to that small parameter (the harateristi size ofthe perturbation) an then be performed.The ase of a single inlusion, entered either in the referene domain eitheron its boundary has been deeply studied. The tehniques rely on the notionof pro�le, a normalized solution of the Laplae equation in the exterior domainobtained by blow-up of the perturbation. It is used in a fast variable to desribethe loal behavior of the solution in the perturbed domain. Convergene of theasymptoti expansion is obtained thanks to the deay of the pro�le at in�nity.In this talk, I will �rst brie�y talk about the ase of multiple inlusions, inpartiular about the intermediate ases, where the inlusions are moderately lose,i.e. the distane between them is a third intermediary sale between the size ofthe inlusion and the size of the whole objet. One an expet to have a weakinteration between the two inlusions. In a joint work with M. Dambrine, S.Tordeux and G. Vial, we have quanti�ed this e�et and provided a ompletedasymptoti desription of the solution of Laplae equation.In a seond time, I will talk about the numerial omputation of the pro�le. Inorder to have an aurate omputation, we have looked for a transparent bound-ary ondition for an exterior boundary value problem in planar linear elastiity.The goal is to bound the in�nite domain by a large �box� to make numerialapproximations possible (typially a large ball of radius R). The solution of theproblem set in this bounded domain has to be lose to the original solution; theonvergene is expeted as R goes to in�nity. Preisely, with D. Branherie, M.Dambrine and G. Vial, we have onsidered the ase of a linear elasti material inthe exterior of a bounded domain on the boundary of whih the displaement ispresribed. In that ase, anelling the leading singular parts at in�nity of thesolution leads to the approximate boundary ondition of Ventell's type set on theirle of radius R. The physial parameters E and ν are suh that the quantityin front of the Laplae-Beltrami operator is nonnegative: Young's modulus E isnonnegative and Poisson's oe�ient ν takes values in the interval (−1, 0.5). Inthat ase, the usual variational approah for treating Ventell's boundary ondi-tion are not at hands. With M. Dambrine, F. Hérau and G. Vial, we proved thatthis problem is well posed provided the trunation radius R is hosen big enough.
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LetureNew regularity theorems for non-autonomous anisotropivariational integralsBreit, DominiUniversität des Saarlandes, Fahbereih 6.1 - Mathematik,Postfah 151150, 66041 Saarbrüken, Germanye-mail: Domini.Breit�math.uni-sb.deIn the alulus of variations one prominent problem is minimizing anisotropiintegrals with a (p, q)-ellipti density F : Rn ⊃ Ω → RN . Clearly minimizers aresolutions of the non-uniformly ellipti systemdiv {DF (∇u)} = 0with non-smooth oe�ients. The best known su�ient bound for regularity ofsolutions is q < p n+2

n
. On the other hand, if we allow an additional x-dependeneof the density we have the muh weaker result q < p n+1

n
. If one additionally im-poses the loal boundedness of the minimizer, then these bounds an be improvedto q < p + 2 and q < p + 1. We give natural assumptions for F losing the gapbetween the autonomous and non-autonomous situation.Furthermore, we disuss regularity results onerning loal minimizers u : Rn ⊃

Ω → Rn of variational integrals like
∫

Ω

{F (·, ǫ(w)) − f · w} dxde�ned on energy lasses of solenoidal �elds. For the potential F we assume a
(p, q)-ellipti growth ondition. In the situation without x-dependene it is knownthat minimizers are of lass C1,α on an open subset Ω0 of Ω with full measure if
q < p n+2

n
(for n = 2 we have Ω0 = Ω). In this artile we extend this to the aseof non-autonomous integrands. Of ourse our result extends to weak solutions ofthe orresponding nonlinear Stokes type systemdiv {DǫF (·, ǫ(u))} = ∇π − f,where π : Ω → R is the unknown pressure funtion.
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LetureDisontinuous Galerkin Methods on Graded MeshesBrenner, SusanneLouisiana State University, 216 Johnston, Mathematis and CCT, LSU,70803 Baton Rouge, LA, USAe-mail: brenner�math.lsu.eduIt is well-known that optimal order onvergene in the presene of orner singu-larities an be ahieved for onforming �nite element methods if properly gradedmeshes are used. In this talk we will disuss the extension of this approah todisontinuous Galerkin methods and also the onvergene results of multigridalgorithms for the resulting disrete problems.
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LetureAnalyti regularity on polyhedraCostabel, MartinIRMAR, Université de Rennes 1, Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes Cedex, Franee-mail: ostabel�univ-rennes1.frSolutions of linear ellipti boundary value problems with analyti data on polyhe-dra are analyti away from the orners and edges and are globally in some spaesof weighted analyti funtions that have been de�ned by Babuska and Guo in1993. This result is needed if one wants to show exponential onvergene of thehp version of the �nite element method. The result is also part of folklore, but aproof has only now been given.In the talk I will fous on the following points:

• De�nition of the right families spaes of analyti funtions with homogeneousand inhomogeneous norms
• Anisotropi weighted regularity near edges (proof using nested open sets)
• The elements of the full proof for the polyhedral ase by a ombination ofdyadi partition tehniques as in the 2D ase, results for smooth domains,and results for neighborhoods of edgesCoauthors: Monique Dauge, Serge NiaiseReferenes[1℄ M. Costabel, M. Dauge, S. Niaise Analyti regularity for linear ellipti systems in polygonsand polyhedra. HAL: hal-00454133 ; arXiv : 1002.1772.
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LetureWeighted analyti regularity in orner domains:The two-dimensional aseDauge, MoniqueIRMAR, Université de Rennes 1, Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes Cedex, Franee-mail: monique.dauge�univ-rennes1.frWe present a new and systemati proof of a result already proved by Babuskaand Guo in papers published between 1988 and 1993. Our proof onsists of threemain steps:1) We revisit the proof of analyti regularity of solutions of ellipti boundaryproblems, providing a family of �nite estimates with analyti ontrol on thelength of derivatives.2) We use a dyadi partition of the polygonal domain near eah of its orners:The estimates obtained in step 1 an thus be transported to eah neighbor-hood and beome estimates in weighted spaes with homogeneous norms ofKondrat'ev type (so-alled K-spaes).3) The previous step allows to onlude in the Dirihlet ase, or more generallywhen the variational spae an be optimally embedded in a spae with ho-mogeneous norm (namely if u/r is square integrable - with r the distane toorners). In the Neumann ase, u/r is not square integrable in general. Nev-ertheless, we have developed a re�nement of the dyadi partition tehnique inorder to obtain analyti estimates in weighted spaes with non-homogeneousnorms (so-alled J-spaes): The trik is to start from a priori estimates in thesmooth ase between semi-norms, instead of full norms. These results anbe suessfully extended to three-dimensional polyhedra (see M. Costabel'stalk).From the joint work �Analyti Regularity for Linear Ellipti Systems in Polygonsand Polyhedra� by Martin Costabel, Monique Dauge, Serge Niaise.arXiv:1002.1772
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LetureSingular behavior of the solution of the heat equationin weighted Lp-Sobolev spaesDe Coster, ColetteUniversité de Valeniennes et du Hainaut Cambrésis - ISTV,Le Mont Houy, 59313 Valeniennes Cedex 9, Franee-mail: Colette.DeCoster�univ-valeniennes.frWe onsider the heat equation on a polygonal domain Ω of the plane in weighted

Lp-Sobolev spaes
∂tu − ∆u = h(x, t), in Ω × ]0, 2π[,

u = 0, on ∂Ω × [0, 2π],(1)
u(·, 0) = u(·, 2π), in Ω.Here h belongs to Lp(0, 2π; Lp

µ(Ω)) = {v ∈ Lp
loc([0, 2π]×Ω) : rµv ∈ Lp([0, 2π]×Ω)},with a real parameter µ and r(x) the distane from x to the set of orners of Ω.We give su�ient onditions on µ, p and Ω that guarantee that problem (1)has a unique solution u ∈ Lp(0, 2π; Lp

µ(Ω)) that admits a deomposition into aregular part in weighted Lp-Sobolev spaes and an expliit singular part.The lassial Fourier transform tehniques do not allow to handle suh a generalase. Hene we use the theory of sums of operators.
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PosterApproximate Models for Wave Propagation ArossThin Periodi InterfaesDelourme, BérangèreINRIA/CEA, Domaine de Volueau Roquenourt, 78153 Le Chesnay BP 105, Franee-mail: berangere.delourme�inria.frThis work is dediated to the study of asymptoti models assoiated with ele-tromagneti waves sattering from a omplex periodi ring. This struture ismade of a dieletri ring whih ontains two layers of wires winding around it.We are interested in situations where the thikness of the ring and the distanebetween two onseutive wires are very small ompared to the wavelength of theinident wave and the diameter of the ring. One easily understands that in thoseases, numerial omputation of the solution would beome prohibitive as thesmall sale (denoted by δ) goes to 0, sine the used mesh needs to aurately fol-low the geometry of the heterogeneities. In order to overome this di�ulty, weshall derive approximate models where the periodi ring is replaed by e�etivetransmission onditions. The numerial disretization of approximate problemsis expeted to be muh less expensive than the exat one, sine the used meshhas no longer to be onstrained by the small sale. From a tehnial point ofview, these approximate models are derived from the asymptoti expansion ofthe solution with respet to the small parameter δ.
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LetureNew regularity resultsfor nonlinear ellipti diagonal systemsFrehse, JensInstitut für Angewandte Mathematik der Universität Bonn,Endeniher Allee 60, 53115 Bonn, Germanye-mail: erdbeere�iam.uni-bonn.deWe onsider Bellman systems to stohasti di�erential games with respet toStakelberg equilibriums. In this setting, in ontrast to Nash equilibrium, thereis a hierarhial order of players where ertain players are aware of the strategyof ertain other ompetitors. This leads to Bellman systems

−∆uν + λuν = Hν(x.u, Du)where the right hand side may grow quadratially and arries new di�ultiesompared to Nash games sine the known regularity theory for ellipti nonlinearsystems is not appliable.The systems in onsideration satisfy ertain positivity onditions for the Hamil-tonians Hν . They are su�ient to guarantee the existene of Cα-regularity and
W 2,p-solutions.
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PosterOptimal ellipti regularity for some polygonalspatio�material onstellationsin three�dimensional real spaeKaiser, Hans�ChristophWeierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stohastis,Mohrenstrasse 39, 10117 Berlin, Germanye-mail: Hans-Christoph.Kaiser�wias-berlin.deWe present optimal regularity of ellipti div�grad operators

−∇·µ∇ : W 1,p
Γ (Ω) → W−1,p

Γ (Ω)for several spatio�material model onstellations in three�dimensional real spae.The ellipti oe�ient funtion µ on a polyhedron Ω takes its values in the set ofreal, symmetri, positive de�nite 3×3 matries and W 1,p
Γ (Ω) is the Sobolev spaewith a homogeneous Dirihlet ondition on ∂Ω \ Γ. The following phenomena �alone or in ombination � an ause singularities in the solution of the elliptiequation:

• Edges and verties of the spatial domain.
• Edges where Dirihlet boundary onditions meet Neumann boundary ondi-tions.
• Material interfaes.We investigate for instane the interplay of hanging boundary onditions withmaterial heterogeneities, multimaterial edges, or what happens when a geometriedge on the Neumann boundary meets a material interfae.
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LetureOverlapping domain problems with raksand rigid inlusionsKhludnev, Alexander and Rudoy, EvgenyLavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamis of Russian Aademy of Sienes,Pr. Lavrentyev 15, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russiae-mail: khlud�hydro.ns.ru, rudoi_e�mail.ruWe onsider boundary value problems in non-smooth domains desribing raksand rigid inlusions. Non-penetration onditions of inequality type are imposed atthe rak (inlusion) faes whih lead to nonlinear problem formulations. Solutionexistene is proved, and qualitative properties of solutions are analyzed.
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PosterAsymptoti of apaity of a system of losely plaed bodiesKolpakov, AleksandrCassino University, Via Di Biasio, 43, 03043 Cassino (FR), Italye-mail: algk�ngs.ruThe problem of apaity of many bodies arose simultaneously with the notionof apaity and it is presented in many textbooks on eletrostatis. Solution ofthe problem strongly depends on the shapes, positions and number of the bodies.In reent deades, a signi�ant progress in the analysis of eletrostati problemsand omputation of apaity of systems of bodies was related to the progressin numerial methods and the inreasing power of omputers. Nevertheless, fordisordered three-dimensional systems of many bodies, the eletrostatis problemannot be solved with standard omputational software even by using a powerfulmodern omputer. Additional problems arise when the bodies are plaed loselyone to other. At the same time, the loseness an be used to apply asymptotimethod to the analysis of the problem. Analyzing the problem of apaity ofmany losely plaed bodies, the authors found that it is losely related to thee�et desribed by the Soviet physiist, Nobel Prize Laureate I.E. Tamm in 1927.We all this e�et Tamm shielding e�et. We found that Tamm shielding e�etis the keystone phenomenon for transport proesses in strutures with pieewisematerial harateristis, i.e., for systems of bodies, partile �lled omposites, pow-ders, et. We found that Tamm shielding e�et is not a universal one, but takesplae only under ondition that apaity of neighbored bodies omputed in whole

Rn tends to in�nity when the distane between the bodies tends to zero. Thisondition is valid for bodies with smooth boundary and may be not satis�ed forbodies with one-like boundary. This researh is supported by a Marie Curie IIFwithin the 7th EC FP.A.A.Kolpakov and A.G.Kolpakov Capaity and Transport in Contrast CompositeStrutures: Asymptoti Analysis and Appliations. Taylor&Franis / CRC Press,Boa Raton, FL, 2010.
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LetureThe Dirihlet problem for non-divergene paraboliequations with disontinuous in time oe�ients in a wedgeKozlov, VladimirLinköping University, Department of Mathematis, 58183 Linköping, Swedene-mail: vlkoz�mai.liu.seThe Dirihlet problem for non-divergene paraboli equations with disontinu-ous in t oe�ients in a wedge is onsidered. Coerive estimates in weightedanisotropi Sobolev spaes are proved. One annot freeze oe�ients in time insuh problems and the hoie of the weights in this situation will be disussed.This is a joint work with Alexander Nazarov of St Petersburg State University.
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LetureInhomogeneous and anisotropi phase-�eld quantitiesin the sharp interfae limitKraus, ChristianeWeierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stohastis,Mohrenstrasse 39, 10117 Berlin, Germanye-mail: Christiane.Kraus�wias-berlin.dePhase transition phenomena are usually desribed by two types of models, i. e.sharp interfae and di�use phase �eld models.In a sharp interfae model, interfaes, separating oexisting phases or struturaldomains, are modeled as hypersurfaes at whih ertain quantities ful�ll jumponditions. Interfaial energy an be aounted for by integrating a surfae energydensity over the hypersurfae. In general, the surfae energy density will beinhomogeneous and anisotropi, i. e. the density will depend on the position inspae and on the loal orientation of the interfae.In a di�use interfae model, interfaial energy is modeled within the ontext ofthe van der Waals�Cahn�Hilliard theory of phase transitions. The di�use phase-�eld model desribes the interfae between di�erent phases as a thin transitionregion, where the order parameter, representing the phases, hanges its statesmoothly.In this talk we onsider situations in whih the energy of the system onsistsof an inhomogeneous anisotropi interfaial energy and an elasti energy result-ing from stresses aused by di�erent elasti properties of the phases. We studythe sharp interfae limit for an inhomogeneous anisotropi interfaial energy sup-plemented by elasti energy ontributions in a situation where we presribe thetotal mass. We derive an anisotropi, inhomogeneous and elastially modi�edGibbs�Thomson law as the singular limit of the phase �eld model.This is a joint work with Harald Garke, University of Regensburg.
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LetureStationary solutions to the Vlasov-Poisson Systemin Singular GeometriesLabrunie, SimonInstitut Élie Cartan Nany (Mathématiques), Université Henri Poinaré Nany 1,B.P. 70239, 54506 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nany Cedex, Franee-mail: labrunie�ien.u-nany.frWe onsider the Vlasov-Poisson system whih governs the motion of hargedpartiles under the in�uene of an eletrostati �eld. The partiles are desribedby their distribution funtion f(t, x, v), where x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rd is the position variableand v ∈ Rd is the veloity variable. The Vlasov equation reads:(1) ∂tf + v · ∇xf + E · ∇vf = 0 in (0, T ) × Ω × R

d,where the �eld E(t, x) is given by the equations in (0, T ) × Ω:(2) E = −∇x(φ[f ] − φe), −∆φ[f ] =

∫

f(t, x, v) dv := ρ[f ], −∆φe = ρe.Above, φe is an external potential and ρe is the density of a neutralising bak-ground (�xed harges).So far, the existene and uniqueness of solutions to the system (1)�(2) in anarbitrary domain is an open problem. In this work, we examine the equilibria(∂tf = 0) of the system. They satisfy:(3) f(x, v) = γ(1

2
|v|2 + φ[f ](x) − φe(x) − β) and ∫∫

f(t, x, v) dx dv = M,where γ is an arbitrary funtion, β is a onstant to be determined so that theseond ondition (the mass onstraint) holds. The existene and uniqueness ofthe solution to (3) in a general bounded domain follows from an optimisationargument. Nevertheless, this problem is equivalent to a nonlinear ellipti problem,alled the Boltzmann problem:
−∆φ = G(φ − φe − β) := ρ, with ∫

ρ(x) dx = M,where the funtion G(s) := Cd

∫

∞

0
γ(s + r) dr.In the ase where the domain Ω is a polygon with (at least) a re-entrant orner,we study the regularity properties of the solution, examine its behaviour near there-entrant orner(s), and establish various asymptoti estimates.
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LetureA logarithmi singularity for the end of bonded jointsLeguillon, DominiqueUniversité Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris 6), Institut JLRA - CNRS UMR 7190,Case ourrier 162, 4 plae Jussieu, 75252 Paris Cedex 05, Franee-mail: dominique.leguillon�upm.frThe joints (adhesive bonding, brazing, welding) used to assemble strutures aregenerally very thin and thus lead to strongly re�ned meshes in omputationalmehanis. The mathed asymptotis approah provides a method to onsiderseparately two sales: the struture where the joint is �forgotten� (it is invisibleat this sale) and the joint itself. Within the linear elasti framework, mathingthese two sales makes possible to single out two orretions to the simpli�edmarosopi model, that take into aount the boundary e�ets in ase of buttjoints. The �rst one (a seond order phenomenon) orresponds to a point foreating at the point (at the maro sale) where the joint breaks the free surfae,the seond one (third order) is a kind of pinhing at the same point. Both relyon the Poisson e�et, under tension, the joint tends to shrink and ats on thesurrounding substrates. The shrinkage perpendiular to the edge gives rise to the�rst orretion and parallel to the edge to the seond one. Results are illustratedon two examples and their onsequenes in term of frature: the brazing of SiCstrutures embarked on satellites, the �exion of layered sediments in the soil.
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LetureApproximation of dynami boundary onditionsLiero, MatthiasI.M.A.T.I. - C.N.R., PAVIA, Via Ferrata, 1, 27100 Pavia, Italye-mail: liero�math.hu-berlin.deIn this talk we disuss the approximation of dynami boundary onditions for theAllen�Cahn equation. We show how di�erent dynamis on the boundary an beobtained by solving a system of paraboli equations in the bulk and in a boundarylayer whose thikness tends to zero. Di�erent salings of the oe�ients give riseto the di�erent dynamis on the boundary.
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PosterInternal layers for transmission problemsin thin shell theory: Rigid juntion aseMerabet, IsmailUniversité de Kasdi Merbah, Département de Mathématiques et Informatique,P.O. Box 847, 30000 Ouargla, Algeriae-mail: merabetsmail�gmail.omIn this note we study two-dimensional transmission problems for the linear Koi-ter's model of a multi-struture made of two thin shells. Those problems aredepending on a small parameter ε ≪ 1. The formal limit problem fails to givea solution satisfying all boundary and transmission onditions; it gives only theouter solution. Both in the ase of regular or singular loadings, we derive a limitproblem whih allows us to determine the inner expansion expliitly.
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LetureSingular behavior of the solution of the Helmholtz equationin weighted Lp-Sobolev spaesNiaise, SergeUniversity of Valeniennes, Le Mont Houy, 59313 Valeniennes Cedex 9, Franee-mail: sniaise�univ-valeniennes.frWe study the Helmholtz equation(1) −∆u + zu = g in Ωwith Dirihlet boundary onditions in a polygonal domain Ω of the plane, where

z is a omplex number suh that ℜz ≥ 0. Here g belongs to
Lp

µ(Ω) = {v ∈ Lp
loc(Ω) : rµv ∈ Lp(Ω)},with a real parameter µ and r(x) the distane from x to the set of orners of Ω.We give su�ient onditions on µ, p and Ω that guarantee that problem (1) hasa unique solution u ∈ H1

0 (Ω) that admits a deomposition into a regular partin weighted Lp-Sobolev spaes and an expliit singular part. We further obtainsome estimates where the expliit dependene on |z| is given. An appliation ofthese results to the heat equation will be given in the leture of C. De Coster.
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LetureAsymptoti expansion of the solution of a transmissionproblem in eletromagnetism with a singular interfaePéron, VitorINRIA Bordeaux Sud-Ouest, IMB, Université Bordeaux 1,341 ours de la Libération, 33405 Talene, Franee-mail: vitor.peron�inria.frWe investigate a salar interfae problem originating from a skin e�et modelin eletromagnetism. The problem is posed in a domain made of two materials,dieletri and highly onduting. We fous on the ase of a orner interfaebetween the two subdomains. In this ontext, we present a multi-sale expansionfor the solution of the transmission problem at high ondutivity. For a smoothinterfae, boundary layers are present lose to the surfae of the ondutor. Fora orner interfae, singularities appear in the dieletri part, and generate ornerlayers in the onduting part. Numerial simulations will be presented. This workis a ollaboration with M. Dauge and C. Poignard.
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LetureOptimal ellipti regularity near 3-dimensional,heterogeneous Neumann vertiesRehberg, JoahimWeierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stohastis,Mohrenstrasse 39, 10117 Berlin, Germanye-mail: joahim.rehberg�wias-berlin.deWe investigate the regularity of solutions v to the ellipti equation −∇·µ∇v = f ,inluding Neumann onditions, on a 3-dimensional, polyhedral domain Π. Themain result states, that, under suitable assumptions on the right hand side andon the oe�ient funtion µ, for every vertex of Π there is a neighbourhood Usuh that ∇v ∈ Lp(Π ∩ U) for a p > 3.
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LetureWave-rak interation in �nite elasti bodiesSändig, Anna-MargareteUniversität Stuttgart, Fahbereih Mathematik, IANS,Pfa�enwaldring 57, 70569 Stuttgart, Germanye-mail: saendig�mathematik.uni-stuttgart.deThis paper ontinues studies in [4℄, [3℄ on rak propagation in a bounded linearelasti body under the in�uene of inident waves. There are onsidered shearwaves, whereas we disuss the in�uene of plane elasti waves to a running rakin this paper. Atually, the time dependent problem is formulated in a two-dimensional urrent raked on�guration by a system of linear elasto-dynamiequations. In order to desribe the behaviour of the elasti �elds near the straightrak tip, we transform these equations to a referene on�guration and derive thedynami stress singularities. Furthermore, we assume that an energy balane lawis valid, ompare [2℄,[1℄. Exploiting the knowledge on the singular behaviour ofthe rak �elds, we derive from the energy balane law a dynami energy releaserate. Comparing this energy release rate with an experimentally given fraturetoughness we get an ordinary di�erential equation for the rak tip motion. Wepresent �rst numerial simulations for a mode-I rak propagation.Referenes[1℄ Gross D. Bruhmehanik. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1996.[2℄ Freund L. B. Dynami Frature Mehanis. Cambridge University Press, New York, 1990.[3℄ Lalegname A., Sändig A.-M. and Sewell G. Analytial and numerial treatment of a dynamirak model. Int. J. Frature, 152:97�125, 2008.[4℄ Niaise S. and Sändig A.-M. Dynami rak propagation in a 2d elasti body: The out-of-plane ase. J. Math. Anal. Appl., 329:1�30, 2007.
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LetureA mathematial point of view in EletrowettingSheid, ClaireUniversity of Nie Sophia-Antipolis, Laboratoire Jean Alexandre Dieudonné, Par Valrose,06108 Nie Cedex 02, Franee-mail: Claire.Sheid�unie.frEletrowetting is a tehnique allowing to ontrol the spreading of a onduting liq-uid on a substrate with an applied eletri �eld. Numerous industrial appliationsof this priniple an be found: liquid lenses, lab on a hip . . .In this talk we would like to fous on a mathematial study of this phenome-non. Some observations didn't �nd any lear explanations yet and mathematialmodelling raises interesting problems. This espeially leads to solve a partial dif-ferential equation on a non-smooth domain. We onsider a shape optimizationmodel based on energy minimization. Working on both theoretial and numerialaspets, we try to improve the understanding of Eletrowetting. We mainly fouson what happens near the triple line (liquid-solid-gas interfae) where, due to thegeometry of the domain onsidered, the eletrostati �eld is singular.
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LetureVisous Aousti Equations in periodially perforatedhamber - A Modelling by Surfae Homogenisationand Mathed Asymptoti ExpansionsShmidt, KerstenINRIA Paris-Roquenourt, Domaine de Volueau - B.P. 105, 78153 Roquenourt, Franee-mail: kersten.shmidt�inria.frVisous �uids exhibit a boundary layer lose to rigid walls whose thikness de-pends on the variation in time. We regard aousti waves transported in a visous�uid in perforated hamber. The size and the distane of the holes and the thik-ness of the boundary layer in omparison to the wave-length motivates a two-saleasymptoti expansion. By mathed asymptoti expansion and surfae homogeni-sation the near �eld solution is given by ell problems around the wall and thefar �eld solution by problems on the limit domain.
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PosterPropagation of aousti waves in juntion of thin slotsSemin, AdrienINRIA Roquenourt, Domaine de Volueau BP 105, 78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, Franee-mail: adrien.semin�inria.frOn this poster, we present the theory of mathed asymptotis applied to thepropagation of a time domain aousti wave in a juntion of thin slots. Thisallows us to propose improved Kirho� onditions for the 1D limit problem. Theseonditions are analyzed and validated numerially.
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PosterExtrating Generalized Flux/Stress Intensity Funtionsalong irular singular edges for the Laplae equationand the elastiity system in 3-D domainsShannon, SamuelBen-Gurion University, Dept. of Mehanial Engineering, POBox 653, 84105 Beer-Sheva, Israele-mail: shannons�bgu.a.ilWe herein follow the methods presented in [1℄ to expliitly determine the solutionto the Laplae equation and the elastiity system in the viinity of a irularsingular edge in a general 3-D domain. It is shown that these are given in theform of an asymptoti series involving primal funtions and two levels of shadowfuntions as follows:
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φℓ,k,i(ϕ)where R is the distane of the singular point from the enter of the edge, ρ and ϕare �polar� oordinates from the edge, and θ is the position along the edge. Forthe elastiity system, a similar series is obtained:
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ℓ,k,iExpliit expressions for the primal and shadow eigen-pairs are provided in ase ofa penny-shaped rak for an axisymmetri and a non axisymmetri situation. Thisexpliit solution is then exploited, in onjuntion with a variation of the quasi-dual-funtion method [1, 2℄ to extrat the series oe�ients Ak(θ), known as thegeneralized �ux/stress intensity funtions. Numerial results will be provided forvarious example problems.Coauthors: Zohar Yosibash, Monique Dauge, Martin CostabelReferenes[1℄ M. Costabel, M. Dauge, Z. Yosibash A quasidual funtion method for extrating edge stressintensity funtions. SIAM Jour. Math. Anal. 35(5) (2004), 1177-1202.[2℄ Z. Yosibash, N. Omer, M. Costabel, M. Dauge Edge stress intensity funtions in polyhedraldomains and their extration by a quasidual funtion method. Int. Jour. Frature 136 (2005),37-73.
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LetureModeling and Shape Optimizationfor Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations- Singular Limits in Compressible Flows and AppliationsSokolowski, JanInstitut Elie Cartan, BP 70239, F-54506 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nany, Franee-mail: Jan.Sokolowski�ien.u-nany.frModeling and shape optimization problems for a lass of ompressible �ows areonsidered in [1℄-[8℄. The approximate solutions for the model in non station-ary ase an be obtained by paraboli regularization of the governing equationsproposed by P.L. Lions and E. Feireisel. Suh a regularization inludes a smallparameter ε > 0,

∂t(̺u) + div
(

(̺u− ε∇̺) ⊗ u

)

+ ∇p + C u = div S(u) + ̺ f + h,

∂t̺ + div(̺u) = ε∆̺.The equations are supplemented with the nonhomegeneous boundary and initialonditions in a bounded domain, and the passage to the limit ε → 0 is performedto obtain the existene of weak solutions to the model.The modeling of ompressible �ows in bounded domains with nonhomogeneousboundary onditions seems to be appropriate for numerial analysis. The wellposedness of suh a model in stationary ases, as well as of the assoiated shapeoptimization problem of drag minimization is established in [1℄-[8℄. In the nonstationary ase with nonhomogeneous boundary onditions in bounded domains,the limit passage for ε → 0 is performed [9℄. Shape di�erentiability of the dragor of the work funtionals an be established by a new singular limit proedure.Some numerial results for drag minimization are also inluded.Referenes[1℄ P.I. Plotnikov, J. Sokolowski On ompatness, domain dependene and existene of steadystate solutions to ompressible isothermal Navier-Stokes equations. J. Math. Fluid Meh. 7(2005), 529-573.[2℄ P.I. Plotnikov, J. Sokolowski Conentrations of solutions to time-disretizied ompressibleNavier-Stokes equations. Communiations in Mathematial Physis 258 (2005), 567-608.[3℄ P.I. Plotnikov, J. Sokolowski Stationary Boundary Value Problems for Navier-Stokes Equa-tions with Adiabati Index ν < 3/2. Doklady Mathematis 70 (2004), 535-538.[4℄ P.I. Plotnikov, J. Sokolowski Domain dependene of solutions to ompressible Navier-Stokesequations. SIAM J. Control Optim. 45 (2006), 1147-1539.
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[5℄ P.I. Plotnikov, J. Sokolowski Stationary solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for diatomigases. Russian Mathematial Surveys 62 (2007), 561-593.[6℄ P.I. Plotnikov, E.V. Ruban, J. Sokolowski Inhomogeneous boundary value problems for om-pressible Navier-Stokes equations, well-posedness and sensitivity analysis. SIAM J. Math.Analysis 40 (2008), 1152-1200.[7℄ P.I. Plotnikov, J. SokolowskiCompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Disrete and ContinuousDynamial Systems, Supplement 2009, 602-611.[8℄ P.I. Plotnikov, E.V. Ruban, J. Sokolowski Inhomogeneous boundary value problems for om-pressible Navier-Stokes and transport equations. Journal des Mathématiques Pure et Ap-pliquées, 92 (2009), 113-162.[9℄ P.I. Plotnikov, J. Sokolowski Non stationary ompressible �ows in bounded domains. inpreparation.
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LetureModeling of nonlinear e�ets at the tip zonesfor a rak onsetSpeovius-Neugebauer, MariaInstitute of Analysis and Applied Mathematis, University of Kassel,Heinrih Plett Str. 40, 34132 Kassel, Germanye-mail: speovi�mathematik.uni-kassel.deConsider a plane anisotropi homogeneous elastiity problem in a domain withan interior rak. Here a mathematial frame is developed where nonlinear e�etsin the tip zones like rak kinking or plasti zones an be modeled in an enlargedstate spae with the help of additional onditions at the rak tips. Using gen-eralized Green's formulae the solutions to these problems turn out to minimizeenergy funtionals whih ontain terms additional to the lassial elasti energyand work of external fores. They an be interpreted as performed work andenergy stored in the rak tips.
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LetureSingularities at the Tip of a Crakin Anisotropi CompositesSteigemann, MartinInstitute of Analysis and Applied Mathematis, University of Kassel,Heinrih-Plett-Strasse 40, 34132 Kassel, Germanye-mail: martin.steigemann�mathematik.uni-kassel.deOne of the problems in frature mehanis is the predition of quasi-stati rakpropagation in anisotropi brittle strutures, omposed of di�erent materials.This an be done by energy riteria for plane problems. Aording to GRIFFITH,a rak is growing in suh a way that the total energy always is minimal. Ifthe rak approahes a material interfae, di�erent senarios of rak growth arepossible, depending on the toughness of the interfae and the elasti properties ofthe omposite materials itself. Problems of this kind were investigated by manyauthors for strutures omposed of linear elasti, isotropi materials, e.g. HE andHUTCHINSON [HH89℄. For modeling quasi-stati rak growth using the energypriniple (see e.g. [AN02, Ste09℄) the asymptoti expansion of the displaement�eld at the rak tip is essential. In general, the struture of this expansion readsas follows [NS94a, NS94b℄:
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Φν,j,k−q(ϕ) + . . . , r → 0.(1) Here, N is some integer, the number Jν is alled the multipliity of the eigenvalue
Λν and κj,ν is the partial multipliity of Λν . The set {Φν,j,0, . . . , Φν,j,κj,ν−1 : j =
1, . . . , Jν} is a system of JORDAN hains orresponding to Λν , (r, ϕ) denote polaroordinates entered at the rak tip. In the ase of homogeneous materials, (1)simpli�es to the well-known form

u ∼ r1/2
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K1Φ
1(ϕ) + K2Φ

2(ϕ)
)

+ . . . , r → 0.The oe�ients Kj are the stress intensity fators and in this ase, the angularparts Φj are known expliitly for isotropi, and some lasses of anisotropi mate-rials [SNS08℄.Also in the ase of a solid omposed of two di�erent isotropi materials with therak tip at the material interfae, (1) does not ontain logarithmi terms. Theeigenvalue Λ ∈ (0, 1) an be found (numerially) as a root of a transendentalequation (see e.g. [Gup73℄). In ontrast to this results, the singular behavior ofthe displaement �eld is not known for general anisotropi omposite solids anddepends on the mismath of the elasti properties of the di�erent materials aswell as on the geometry of the interfae itself.This ontribution presents ideas how the asymptoti expansion of the displae-ment �eld an be alulated, if the rak tip ontats a material interfae betweenanisotropi, linear elasti solids.



6th Singular Days on Asymptoti Methods for PDEsWIAS Berlin, April 29 � May 1, 2010 AbstratsTo get a deeper understanding of the asymptoti struture of the displaement�eld at the rak tip, a small parameter δ is introdued in the material propertiesas follows: If A0 denotes the HOOKE tensor of the material on one side of theinterfae, the HOOKE tensor on the other side of the interfae is assumed to be
Aδ := A0 + δB. For small δ, this is only a perturbation of the elasti propertiesand the asymptoti behavior of the displaement �eld should not di�er a lot fromthe homogeneous ase. From this onsideration, an ansatz for the asymptotiterms of the following type is natural:

rΛjΦj(ϕ) = r1/2+αjδ+...
(

Φj,0(ϕ) + δΦj,1(ϕ) + . . .
)

, j = 1, 2.A method to alulate the values αj and the angular parts for small parameters
δ is shown. It turns out, that in general there an be two eigenvalues Λ1 6= Λ2with multipliity one and if there exists only a single eigenvalue Λ, there anbe logarithmi terms in the asymptoti deomposition (1). Finally, some e�etsof this results on the modeling of quasi-stati rak propagation near materialinterfaes are shown.Aknowledgment: This paper is based on investigations of the ollaborativeresearh enter SFB/TR TRR 30, whih is kindly supported by the DFG.Referenes[AN02℄ I.I. Argatov and S.A. Nazarov Energy release aused by the kinking of a rak in aplane anisotropi solid (Russian). J. Appl. Maths. Mehs. 66 (2002), 491-503.[Gup73℄ G.D. Gupta A layered omposite with a broken laminate. Int. J. Solids Strut. 9(1973), no. 10, 1141-1154.[HH89℄ N.Y. He and J.W. Huthinson Crak de�etion at an interfae between dissimilarelasti materials. Int. J. Solids Strut. 25 (1989), 1053-1067.[NS94a℄ S. Niaise and A.-M. Sändig General interfae problems, Part I. Math. Meth. Appl.Si. 17 (1994), 395-430.[NS94b℄ S. Niaise and A.-M. Sändig General interfae problems, Part II. Math. Meth. Appl.Si. 17 (1994), 431-450.[SNS08℄ M. Speovius-Neugebauer and M. Steigemann Eigenfuntions of the 2-dimensionalanisotropi elastiity operator and algebrai equivalent materials. ZAMM 88 (2008),no. 2, 100-115.[Ste09℄ M. Steigemann Verallgemeinerte Eigenfunktionen und lokale Integralharakteristikenbei quasi-statisher Rissausbreitung in anisotropen Materialien. Berihte aus derMathematik, Shaker Verlag, Aahen, 2009.
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LetureFrom Damage to Delaminationin Nonlinearly Elasti MaterialsThomas, MaritaWeierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stohastis,Mohrenstrasse 39, 10117 Berlin, Germanye-mail: Marita.Thomas�wias-berlin.deBrittle Gri�th-type delamination of ompounds is dedued by means of Γ-onver-gene from the partial, isotropi damage of sandwih-strutures onsisting of threeonstituents by �attening the middle omponent to thikness 0. Both proesses areassumed to be rate-independent and they are treated in their so-alled energetiformulation. This approah relies on a stability ondition and an energy balanefor an energy funtional and a dissipation potential.The limit passage is performed via a double limit: First, we gain a delaminationmodel involving the gradient of the delamination variable, whih is essential tooverome the lak of uniform oerivity arising from the passage from partialdamage to (omplete) delamination. In a seond limit the delamination-gradientis suppressed. Both limit models ontain noninterpenetration and transmissiononditions along the interfae.This is a joint work with A. Mielke and T. Roubí£ek.
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LetureCirular edge singularities for the Laplae equationand the elastiity system in 3-D domainsYosibash, ZoharBen-Gurion University, Dept. of Mehanial Engineering, Computational Mehanis Lab,Hanesiim St., P.O. Box 653, 84105 Beer-Sheva, Israele-mail: zohary�bgu.a.ilThe solution to the Laplae operator in the viinity of a irular singular edgein a three-dimensional domain is derived and provided in an expliit form. Itis an asymptoti solution represented by a family of eigen-funtions with theirshadows, and the assoiated edge �ux intensity funtions (EFIFs), whih arefuntions along the irular edge. We provide expliitly the solution for a penny-shaped rak for an axisymmetri ase as well as a ase in whih the domainor loading is non-axisymmetri. The mathematial mahinery developed in theframework of the Laplae operator is extended to derive the asymptoti solution(three displaements vetor) for the elastiity system in the viinity of a irularedge in a three-dimensional domain. As a partiular ase we present expliitlythe series expansion for a tration free or lamped penny-shaped rak in anaxisymmetri or a non-axisymmetri situation.
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